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Welcome to the first edition of CHSGA’s e-Maga-
zine “The Hotelier” - for 2020.

I sincerely hope you and your families are keeping 
safe and well during the past few months. As we 
all know, the global pandemic situation is some-
thing that came unexpectedly and none of us were 
prepared to face this overnight. Nonetheless, we 
have managed to control the situation well, with 
the support of the relevant authorities and keep to 
the number of  those infected, low 

Hospitality and the tourism industry is one sector 
which was affected severely. As we were striving 

to come back to normalcy after last year’s tragedy we are now facing a new 
challenge. Hotels, Restaurants and others had to take drastic measures in 
order to keep their businesses intact. I strongly believe that we, as fellow 
hoteliers should support and help each other during this calamity and rise 
as one family. To follow up and take any measures possible and bring back 
the much-needed tourists to our island. 

All of us should move forward with a positive mental attitude, Sir Isaac 
Newton discovered the law of gravity while in self-isolation. The point been 
that a change of focus is required.  This unexpected break from everyday 
work may be a welcome opportunity to bury our heads into new thinking 
and to start afresh. The resiliency of the hotel industry will help it rebound 
as the effect of this pandemic crisis ebbs. 

Let us together overcome this crisis as we have done in the past. So, with 
that positive thought in mind, let me wish all of you a happy reading, whilst 
staying safe.
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Co. Editor
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Welcome to Hotelier Magazine 2020 first edition. Amidst a challenging situation affecting 
our lives & livelihood we stay strong to face these obstacles during this Global pandemic 
crisis. We at the CHSGA are concerned of Covid 19 situation, specially at a juncture our 
industry is going through a tough period for the second time in the span of two years.

However, we continue to stay strong as a family. CHSGA has embarked in a major CSR 
project to assist our members who are affected due to C19 situation. Extended to SLITHM 
students as well.  Together we face these challenges & obstacles to be strong as ever.

CHSGA has curtailed most of our annual social activities for this year, in view of the 
situation. We will be purely concentrating on the wellbeing of CHSGA Members & of 
SLITHM.  Our next event will be the AGM, which will be in September.  Will alert you 
with more details.

Congratulations to the Editorial team for publishing Hotelier Magazine.  Lets stay safe & 
be strong as one CHSGA family  !!!!

Happy reading.

Priyal Perera
President
Ceylon Hotel School Graduates Association

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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The Ceylon Hotel School Graduates Association 
(CHSGA) inaugurated its ‘PROPEL’ program with 
a view to encourage and stimulate talented young 
people from a wide range of educational back-

grounds so they apply their creativity in the highly challeng-
ing hotel industry. 

The program set up with Sri Lanka Institute of Tourism and 
Hotel Management (SLITHM) gives the students an oppor-
tunity to apply their theoretical knowledge to resolving op-
erating issues and cope with the demands of our industry. It 
also gives CHSGA the opportunity to interact directly with 
students and listen to their suggestions in order to build the 
hotels of the future.  

This sustainable initiative will be a vital factor in producing 
hospitality leaders who possess the necessary skills to take 
Sri Lanka to greater success in this sector. 

Furthermore, in this joint collaboration between CHSGA 
and SLITHM, both organizations hope to increase their 
brand value and contribution to the industry. 

Chief Guest at the inauguration was Mr Sumithra Gunase-
kara Past - Chairman, SriLanka - Australia - New Zealand 
Business Chamber. The initiative is headed by Mrs. Irandi 
Wijegunawardane assisted by Patrick Perera (Vice President 
of CHSGA) and Priyal Perera (President of CHSGA) and 
the Executive Committee members were also present. 

The ‘PROPEL training program is a value-addition to the 
already established curriculum of SITHM Soft sills devel-
opment, which is vital for those seeking employment in the 
hospitality sector, as they will be exposed to a challenging 
environment where clear communication presentation and 
public speaking are considered as core competencies. 

Priyal Perera, President of CHSGA underscores the fact 
that “The spirit of innovation and achievement is deeply an-
chored within CHSGA. By helping our students apply their 
creative talents to challenging hotel industry concerns such 
as sustainable development, opens up traditional frontiers in 
hospitality. Our objective is also to widen our recruitment 
pool to accompany our strong growth.”

INAUGURATION OF ‘PROPEL’ 2020
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The Ceylon Hotel School Graduates 
Association (CGSGA) CSR Com-
mittee leadership team has delighted 
children at the Gangodawila Balika 
Children’s Orphanage as part of its 
Social Responsibility initiative, when 
they organized a tea party for 60 
children living in the premises. It was 
followed by the donating individual 
packs of books to these children. It 
was the first CSR project organized by 
CHSGA for the year 2020 and is the 
first of many more to follow. 

This valuable initiative, which was 
undertaken with the funds collected 
from CHSGA’s 2019 Christmas Party, 
was spearheaded by Gitanjali Chakra-
varthy, Head of CHSGA CSR Organiz-
ing Committee.

These contributions are vital for the 
children’s home, which relies heavily 
on charitable donations. The existing 
provisions were poor and needed 
replenishing, so CHSGA’s donations 
will help transform the lives of these 
children. 

“It was a wonderful experience to 
meet the children and care-givers at 
the Gangodawila Balika Children’s 
Orphanage,” said CHSGA’s President 
Priyal Perera. “We are delighted to be 
able to improve the facilities at this 
institution through our donations. But 
the most satisfying part of the visit was 
spending time with the children.” 

“Initiatives like this help to remind 
us about the things in life that truly 

matter. Taking responsibility for our 
children is a core part of CHSGA’s phi-
losophy and we are fully committed to 
supporting local social undertakings,” 
stated Gitanjali Chakravarthy. 

The Ceylon Hotel School Graduates 
Association (CHSGA), established in 
1971 (incorporated by the Parliament 
Act No: 21 of 1984), takes pride in 
being the pioneering Hospitality Pro-
fessional Association in SL. With an 
alumni of over 1500 members, CHS-
GA members hold significant senior 
managerial and leadership positions in 
the industry, both in SL and in Inter-
national Markets. CHSGA members 
have significantly contributed to the 
growth of tourism in Sri Lanka.

IMPROVING THE LIVES OF THE CHILDREN AT THE 
GANGODAWLA BALIKA CHILDREN’S ORPHANAGE
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POST - PANDEMIC
RECOVERY 
FOR THE 
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
A set of key Proposals from the CHSGA to SLTDA
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Not a day goes by that 
we hear information on 
coronavirus and its netative 
impact on travel and 
hospitality businesses. Yet 
the hotel industry had to 
deal with the recent bomb 
attack crisis on Easter Sunday 
last year and was still trying 
to recover its ill effects. 
It affected the industry 
drastically resulting in a huge 
decline in hotel bookings. 

The truth is the pandemic 
is temporary and shall pass. 
Thus we should continue 
to plan for the future, as 
well as take steps to reduce 
long-term damage from 
coronavirus effects. 

The Hotel School Graduates 
Association (CHSGA) has 
forwarded some suggestions 
to help rescue the hospitality 
industry and overcome the 
difficulties faced due to 
COVID-19.
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a. Provide hotel owners with sufficient liquidity to meet 
their obligations until when it is safe for the tourists 
to resume travelling or at the very least until July, The 
reality is that most hotels today are facing single-digit 
or zero occupancy, and that is unlikely to change for 
now. With no revenue coming in, hoteliers cannot 
afford to keep their staff, meet recurring costs and 
make their debt payments – all of which will result in 
the business going under. It all relates to a liquidity 
crisis. Hoteliers must be able to survive and be there 
when the recovery occurs.

b. Provide grants not loans. For hoteliers the need of 
the hour is access to capital; in the form of a grant 
- not loans, because additional loans pile more debt - 
which hoteliers are already burdened with.

• Provide grants on priority to SLTDA registered 
accommodation establishments. Others can be 
given loans. 

• A recipient must have been in operation on Jan-
uary 2020 and it may be necessary to verify the 
number of employees they had and for whom 
salaries and payroll taxes were paid. 

Those who receive funding in the form of a ‘grant’ 
should:- 

i. Pledge not to lay off their staff.
ii. Pay salaries of all current employees. 
iii. Pay utilities. 
iv. Service other debts if possible. 
v. Provide SLTDA an X number of room nights 

per annum (for 2020 & 2021) to be used by the 
authority for destination promo activities, ac-
commodating its staff when on-site inspections, 
other official-related travel, etc. 

Those unable to fulfill the above terms can still be 
considered for providing low interest working capital 
loans with payback conditions / terms. 

c. Abolish or postpone applicable fees for the issuance 
or renewal of tourism and hotel establishment li-
censes for 2020 for those who have been in operation 
prior to January.

d. SLTDA to initiate a conversation with the relevant 
Ministry to obtain a full or partially waiver of the 
annual bar license fee. The closure of bars and zero 
hotel occupancy has meant that many hotels have not 
derived any revenues from this profit centre.

STEPS TOWARDS POST- COVID-19 RECOVERY - 
PROPOSALS BY CHSGA TO SLTDA

a. All these initiatives need to be pre-approved, pre-re-
covery measures. Seeking government approval after 
the global crisis tapers-off will be too late. it would 
benefit the competition and those ‘first-off-the-
blocks’, leaving Sri Lanka as ‘also ran’…last.

b. Marketing strategies need to be designed on the basis 
of insights gained from understanding consumer be-
haviour and identifying the real drivers. For example, 
when the virus disappears, the Chinese will again 
buzz with their customary optimism and energy and 
the world will again welcome them and their money. 

c. We need to determine which of our target market 
audience will be immediately ready to visit us - i.e. 
focus on the intrepid ones (adventurous and fear-
less). Obviously, one cannot rely on that one group of 
travelers – we have to calibrate and cast our net wider 

into other types of audiences. In the current context, 
mass tourism may be out for now. Instead, the ‘Well-
ness’ market and curated Experience-based itineries 
may be more appealing. 

d. How we time our marketing to coincide with recov-
ery will depend on recognising which are our ‘go 
to’ source markets – ones that will immediately give 
momentum to the arrivals flow. 

e. We will need to open our borders to tourists from 
countries that there is merit and where it is safe to 
let nationals of these countries enter. Measures could 
include ‘safe to travel’ certification issued by the 
country from which the traveler originates and rapid 
emergency COVID-19 testing at the airport - when 
in doubt. 

B. MARKETING SRI LANKA AS A DESTINATION (POST PANDEMIC) 

A. RESCUING THE HOTEL INDUSTRY

Full normalcy as we knew it before the outbreak of COVID-19 may take a long time – maybe a year or more. However, de-
grees of normalcy will follow in the short term. 

Sri Lanka needs to be prepared for the post-coronavirus recovery with marketing initiatives ‘ready to go’. 
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f. Visa fee ‘waivers’ and any other reductions in airport 
taxes to be considered as it would defray the high 
cost of travel that would initially prevail. 

g. Alternative, in lieu of a visa fee, all visitors to pur-
chase a ‘discount’ booklet at a very nominal rate. The 
discounts offered in collaboration with a wide partic-
ipation of branded / local merchandisers to cover ho-
tel stays, food, beverages, shopping (garments, shoes, 
perfumeries, transportation etc). This will spread the 
visitor ‘spend’ and be a potential win-win situation 
for all stakeholders including retailers. 

h. It may be wise to collectively focus strongly on do-
mestic tourism to be the catalyst and also enable the 
hospitality industry to ‘sharpen the saw’ before the 
overseas traveler count starts ticking. 

i. Requesting hotels to provide concessionary rates for 
senior citizens is another idea – one that many coun-
tries extend to their aging population. 

j. Sri Lanka tourism must not stop social media mar-
keting efforts - which at this juncture must first and 
foremost be aimed at China. The important thing 
to remember is that the content created is relevant. 
It should shy away from beenCOVID-19 related. 
Insteadfocus on resource-related topics. How about 
something in the lines of “Our off- season’s the time 
to get the best of Sri Lanka”? 

k. The ‘downturn’ in business presents an opportunity 
to halt the already aggravating ’supply over demand’ 
situation. SLTDA to approve future ‘builds’ on a 
‘need-to-have-there-by-then’ basis. 

Note:- 

Life in China seems to be fast returning to normalcy. In February 2020 specifically, China’s occupancy dropped 75.9% to an 
absolute level of 14.0%. Fast forward to the end of March specifically, the majority of employees in the F & B and Hotel sec-
tors have returned to work according to Baidu big data. Already, the Chinese authorities have confirmed that the lockdown 
on Wuhan, the city at the epicentre of the coronavirus will be lifted on the 8th of April 2020. 

Fliggy, the online platform owned by Alibaba, carried out a survey and found that 55% of those who booked and cancelled 
the trips, owing to COVID -19, indicated that they will reinstate the cancelled trips, whilst 24% were still undecided. Only 
one-in-five said they will not travel. 

A survey by Travel Daily revealed 65% of the respondents questioned believe that China tourism will rebound within 3 to 6 
months from the end of March 2020.

PATA, IVY Alliance and China Comfort Travel combined together to conduct another survey and discovered that 60% of 
the respondents will travel – provided COVID-19 is under control by April, and 32% of the respondents are already plan-
ning for July, August trips. Due to their very late booking trends, Chinese travel could bounce back relatively fast to Asia, 
once the coronavirus settles. 

Research done thus far indicates the top ten (10) outbound destinations post-COVID-19, as:- Japan (18%), Thailand (14%), 
Europe (14%), Maldives, Singapore, New Zealand, Australia, South Korea, Sri Lanka and Malaysia. The desire to visit Eu-
rope may dip should the situation there remain high risk. 

While the urge to travel by the Chinese grows in intensity, it is the opportune moment to dispatch positive vibes to build up 
goodwill for the destination and promote short-term tactical offers at this point. A recent communications report by Reuter 
states, “As China is on the road to recovery, hotel brands are reactivating their marketing and communications….” 

Clearly, China, which was the first to explode with the coronavirus, will be the first market to recover and predominantly, it 
is this market that can further rescue our hotels in 2020. However, we do understand that as each day passes, intent to travel 
can also recede should the pandemic continue unabated.
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a. The time is right to wipe-the-slateand wipe out most 
of the unpleasantness that has long plagued the tour-
ism industry and to clear away corrupt malpractices. 

• The low/non-existent level of tourist arrivals 
would have caused the majority of those in the 
informal sector to close shop. Now is the time 
to reduce the number of unlicensed operators 
who compete with licensed hotels in the shared 
economy. Implement and enforce a regulatory 
framework that provides legal protection and a 
level playing field for all competitors. Do this be-
fore those who operated ‘under-the-radar’ prior 
to the outbreak COVID-19, irrupt into life and 
into ‘business as usual’, no sooner the recovery 
happens. 

b. Act upon the audit report recently released by the 
Auditor Generals department, where it is claimed 
that visitors often fall victim to fraudulent groups 
by:- 

• Having to pay high entry fees. 
• Not receiving adequate facilities or security when 

visiting botanical gardens, museums and sites 
• Are overcharged at national parks. 
• Rushed through tours –sometimes as short as 

two hours 

Ease of entry including electronic ticket issuance 
system, a broad spectrum of displaying the price of 
admission or fees and compliance with international-
ly accepted minimum standards of operation plus the 
points raised above, are some areas SLTDA can share 
its expertise with the relevant partner authorities in 
order to perform better and enhance our image. 

c. As a crisis response, Set up a task force with repre-
sentation from senior management from leading ho-
tel organizations / experts (in practice and retired), 
with a mandate to put forward new solutions to help 
the tourism sector recover from COVID-19. One 
that can, operationally:- 

• Mitigate the impact of the pandemic and kick 
start recovery efforts. 

• Develop an emergency recovery plan and a hub 
communication channel 

• Action plan on dealing with any suspected case 
(isolation, staff protection, etc). 

• Find ideas that can make a difference right away. 
E.g. share best practices, etc 

a. Tourism and Air Transport are interlinked areas with 
important interdependencies. The recovery plans 
must include a ‘fast track’ aimed at getting back max-
imum flight capacity to Sri Lanka as soon as possible. 
Should the level of transport connectivity with other 
countries and the frequency be insufficient, even 
the best marketing initiative will struggle to deliver 
results. 

•  Connectivity and adequate airlift is especially 
important for islands with single / limited entry 
points. 

• Furthermore, lack of direct flights means high 
ticket prices, affecting the competitiveness of the 
destination. 

b. The Airline industry is one of the worst-hit by the 
pandemic. By the time the recovery occurs sever-
al airline companies would have gone bankrupt. 
Currently, this is not a situation where airlines can 
stimulate any demand. But when the bounce back 
returns the situation will be reversed. 

• In the short-term, regional airlines that target 
short haul / regional routes may be the ‘early 
birds’ in flight. 

• Airport authorities therefore must do everything 
possible to lure airlines (regular, budget, charter), 
to fly to Sri Lanka - even if it requires granting 
airlines huge concessions whilst taking a hit on 
the profitability of airport operations. 

C. ENSURING AIR CONNECTIVITY

D. LOOKING DURING & BEYOND THE CRISIS

Above all…’Sri Lanka Tourism’ must be the biggest winner. 

Note:-
There would need to be some responsible measures to help people not get too crowded in the airport/s. 

Throughout history, the hospitality industry has never been completely destroyed in any tough period. Although we can’t 
press the “restart” button on 2020, we can definitely launch into “repair” mode now, despite being forced to a standstill by the 
big pause button that is COVID-19.
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a. E- Learning & Coaching for SLITHM students 
including Satellite Schools. We are glad to note that 
SLITHM has already initiated this process. CHSGA 
will extend our fullest support & expertise wherever 
necessary.

b. A scholarship scheme for students who could not 
complete their Industrial Training in practical terms, 
due to the situation. In the circumstances, we also 
suggest elevating these students for the next level of 
courses combined with a possible scholarship from 
the SLITHM.

c. Consider the possibility of a Compensation plan for 
SLITHM Diploma Holders who have lost employ-
ment due to present pandemic situation

d. Consider all aspects on the safety and well- being 
of SLITHM staff & students – particularly when the 
hotel school reopens.

e. Have an action plan to place SLITHM Graduating 
students in the future. Local and Overseas.

f. Enhances and extended training for SLITHM stu-
dents. Specialized Training to be introduced in the 
fields of Finance / Marketing / / Bakery / Laundry 
operations / IT/ Foreign Languages & Procurement. 
CHSGA is prepared to come forward to assist in 
these initiatives, as and when necessary.

E. SUGGESTED SLITHM INITIATIVES

F. CHSGA INITIATIVES & CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS INDUSTRY RECOVERY PROCESS 

a. A CSR Project to help CHSGA members / Industry 
in general. This is a 3-pronged exercise, which will 
include.

i. Financially assisting members of CHSGA who are 
in distress (Due to loss of employment, loss of 
remuneration or due to any specific reason).

b. Providing online Technical assistance to the indus-
try –especially standalone hotels/ individual hotel 
owners, SME stakeholders, involved in hospitality 
sector, since:

i. There are limited resources in the SME sector, un-
like in the International and larger group hotels 
that have the required expertise, etc..

ii. Online assistance with professional advice / techni-
cal assistance for SME sector, so that they will be 
able to access critical areas of importance and are 
able to implement wherever possible to sustain 
their businesses.

iii. Critical / essential areas will be covered with avail-
able inputs from the major Hotel groups’ guide-
lines or similar.

iv. This will be a priority project by the CHSGA.

c. Advanced Technical Support with professional assis-
tance for Single proprietor hotel / SME sector:

i. We intend supporting individually owned Hotels, 
SME sector on specific hotel operational con-
siderations using the huge bank of knowledge 
within our membership.

ii. An expert group of from our membership, each 
from an area of specialization will be ready to 
cover a broad spectrum of study including Cu-
linary / Food & Beverage / HR and Learning & 
development / Front Office / Branding / Sales & 
Marketing / Rooms Division & House Keeping to 
allow the SME’s to come out better and stronger 
in the post COVID-19 period.

iii. These groups of experts (drawn from the member-
ship of CHSGA and working in reputed Interna-
tional and brand hotels) will lend their support 
to train; advise & guide the SME sector hotels 
during their recovery process. 

Following recommendations put forward by the Executive Committee of CHSGA, we are pleased to offer the following on a 
voluntary basis:-

From the President & the Executive 
Committee 
Ceylon Hotel School Graduate’s Association (CHSGA) 
27th April 2020
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It is critical for destinations, in partic-
ular tourism-reliant nations such as 
Sri Lanka, to develop strategic actions 
to be able to recover from COVID-19. 
These must be implemented now 
otherwise it will be too late. Already 
destinations in which lockdowns are 
being lifted have begun promoting 
domestic tourism.

We must be clear on our priorities 
- protecting our people and looking 
after their well-being, especially after 
a long ‘lockdown’. Let’s also get real: as 
the country begins to reopen; foreign 
tourists will not come immediately 
- not until the ‘fear’ of flying associ-
ated with the impact of COVID-19 
disappears…and that’s going to take 
a while. Essential stays and business 
travel are expected to return slowly, 
followed by the FIT holidaymaker, 
while group travel will probably take 
the longest. Obviously, young adults 
will be the first to venture out. 

Thus, promotional activity concen-
trating on domestic tourism with the 
initial focus on local and drive-to loca-
tion travel should be high on the ‘road 
to recovery’ agenda. Staycations will 
be first off-the-blocks, while leisure 
holidays by people with discretionary 
incomes will gradually pick-up mo-
mentum, reinforcing the importance 
of connecting with the locals. 

During the country’s 30 year war on 
terrorism, and more recently, after the 
April’19 incident, many travelers en-

countered increased security measures 
at hotel entrances. As we learn from 
those tactics, hoteliers must balance 
safety measures with a sensibility that 
helps guests feel welcome and at ease. 

The task of reconciling two seemingly 
contradictory human feelings: a desire 
for social interaction and an anxiety 
for safety are daunting. Hotels that can 
link these two needs without compro-
mising comfort and convenience will 
be better off. Bigger brands may be 
perceived as better equipped to con-
vince consumers that they can offer 
this, over stand-alone hotels. 
Locals will rate safety over low offers. 
Hoteliers too, conscious of the huge 
disruption caused by COVID-19, must 
think less about maximizing revenues 
and shareholder returns, and more on 
minimizing losses whilst exploring 
cash-flow opportunities. Savings mea-
sures must not come at the expense of 
service levels. 

Guests who visit any hotel through the 
COVID-19 recovery period deserve 
better, and if the cost saving measures 
turn out to be extreme, hoteliers need 
to be aware that what can be said 
about their property online, can either 
enhance or damage their reputation. 
In these bad times that can be suicidal.

In 2018, the number of local guest 
nights recorded in accommodation 
facilities throughout the island was 
a near 3 million. Interestingly, the 
distribution of the local rooms nights 

that year, revealed that the largest 
proportion of local guest nights (35%), 
was spent in the South coast, followed 
by Colombo/Greater Colombo (27%) 
and Ancient cities (23%) – with these 
three areas accounting for 85% of total 
nights local guests spent while travel-
ing. Although the cake is small, this is 
still something to work on, and if done 
correctly, everyone can claim a share 
of the local market.

Finally, something that I’ve seen occur 
over and over again. Hotels only turn 
to the local market as a safe port in the 
storm. When the ‘good times’ return, 
the locals are pushed aside to become 
spectators, with foreign tourist cast as 
the actors. That should not happen. 
Locals and the community at large, are 
very much a part of the solution in the 
theatre of hospitality. So do the right 
thing - they will remember you for it. 

Shafeek Wahab (FCHSGA) 
is the publisher and Editor of 
‘Hospitality Sri Lanka’, a weekly           
e-journal circulated to a globally 
wide audience of professionals in the 
hospitality industry. To read many 
more similar articles, log on to:- https://
www.hospitalitysrilanka.com/ 

SRI LANKAN HOTELS;- 
THINK LOCAL… 

ACT GLOBAL

SRI LANKAN HOTELS;- 
THINK LOCAL… 

ACT GLOBAL
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President Obama’s chief of staff, Rahm Emanuel, once said: 
“You never want a crisis to go to waste. And what I mean by 
that is it is an opportunity to do things you think you could 
not do before.”

It is may be bit too early to come to terms with current 
crisis of fast spearing Covid 19 pandemic but it is more than 
certain that the crisis will be around for a while and our in-
dustry ( Tourism) will feel the affects of this for considerable 
amount of time. 

Whilst even words such as “Lockdown” and “Social Dis-
tancing” was foreign to most of us few months back we have 
now come to terms with those terms and other realities 
of the current situation. But the situation is not all about 
negativity, there are many positive an organization or an 
individual can get out of this situation 

Most individual now have more self-time comparative to 
what they would have in a normal working days, a smart 
one can use this in many ways however this greatly depend 
on the individuals, one would  now have a critical choice to 
make: you can either waste away the moments that make up 
a dull day or use this time to your advantage. You can con-
tinue binge-watching television and munching on snacks 
or you could embark upon a campaign of self-improvement 
and helping others 

This is the time to think of all the things one would have 
always wanted to do, but never got around to doing. It could 
be learning a new language, painting, writing, taking up a 
hobby, learning to play a musical instrument or exercising. 
Put together a schedule that incorporates all the things that 
you want to accomplish and make sure you follow through 
on engaging in the activities.

This is a great time to reconnect with family and friends in 
a meaningful way. If you have a partner, spouse or children, 
it’s a terrific gift to spend quality time together which is a 
rare pleasure that most hotel staff gets, use it and make sure 
that you spend quality time. Play a board game with kids 

and teach them how to play and how to master it . Play your 
kids’ favorite video games with them. Put the phone down 
and just talk with your family. Ask about their lives and real-
ly listen to them. You can make this one of the best mem-
ories in their lives. You can also reach out to older relatives 
and neighbors and check if they’re okay or need any help

How often we complaint saying that we wanted to read 
more, but didn’t have the time? On the bright side of all of 
this, we’ve just been granted nothing but time! So, set aside 
a block of it each day to read a book. If you usually read, 
say, mystery novels, but you’ve always wanted to read more 
personal development books or one on a certain topic you’re 
curious about, try swapping your “easy” reads for something 
deeper, but still enjoyable. Reading will enrich your life, and 
we all need that kind of uplifting activity right now.

The business world is rapidly changing, and new skills are 
needed constantly, but it can be nearly impossible to learn 
something new while you’re just trying to keep your head 
above water at work. You always in a fight to serve that 
repeat guest bit better or sort that overbooking, So take that 
online coding class, practice your video editing skills, or 
start learning a foreign language now. Imagine the surprise 
on your co-worker’s faces when you return from this hiatus 
speaking German! There are lots of ways to teach yourself, 
with blogs, apps and online courses at your fingertips. If 
you learn a useful skill while away from the office, you will 
return to what may be a difficult job market with a leg up on 
your competition.  

A crisis is always a better teacher than success is, now we 
have learnt that we do not need to eat out as often as we 
though we need to, we know we have a bit more money in 
our salary to save, we know there is nothing call job safety 
but is greatly depend on how much value you add to the 
business. Charis the learnings and put them to better use. 
Do not waste this crisis  

Patrick Perera (FCHSGA)
Vice President John Keels Group

HOW
NOT TO 
WASTE 
A CRISIS?
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Dear Hotel Manager,

In the aftermath of the coronavirus outbreak subsiding, 
and, after choosing to stay at your hotel, as you’re soon-
to-be guest, there are a few steps I would take to protect 
myself, my family, my fellow guests and your staff, when 
staying at your hotel. This is by no means, a vote of ‘no 
confidence’ on your assurance that the hotel is taking 
proper precautions to ensure the safety of guests and staff. 
Instead, I strongly believe, those who stay in any hotel from 
now onwards, must also play a huge part in supporting the 
efforts of the host hotel.

Obviously, my family and I would continue to practice 
social distancing when we walk into your hotel. We would 
avoid touching any door handles and other objects that 
others may have touched. Having a person open the door 
at the entrance to the hotel would be useful - even better is 
when the doors, operating on sensors, open automatically. 
Failing which, please have a hand sanitiser installed close 
by. 

To complete my check-in formalities, my order of prefer-
ence would be to do a ‘self-check-in’, and, in the absence of 
these kiosks, be presented with a ‘tablet’. Understandably, I 
would expect that all forms of ‘touch screens’ are sanitized / 
cleaned thoroughly with a ‘wipe’ after each use. In any case, 
I will be carrying my personal stock of ‘wipes’ as well as a 
pen- should you require me to fill up a registration form.  
If I may advise you, with a certain lack of modesty, please 
do have a stock of clean pens available at the front desk, for 
guests who may not be as ‘far thinking’ as myself. 

My next course of action is to get to my room - again 
refraining from touching objects unless I really have to. 
When using the hotel lift, I will be a model of patience; 

waiting for one, that is at best, empty and carries just a 
few of us. Instead of using my finger, I would push the lift 
button with my faithful pen and should you install a sani-
tiser in every elevator landing area – brilliant. If the room 
allocated is a couple of floors above the lobby level, I would 
not hesitate to take the stairways (without touching the 
railings), be it going up or when coming down; and never 
mind if your gym is closed.

Beyond that, the next obvious question is whether my hotel 
room is truly safe. And one of the most important factors 
in determining the safety of a hotel room with regard to 
COVID-19 is how long the virus can survive on surfaces. 
I do hope your housekeeping staff in particular, know that 
the COVID-19 coronavirus can survive up to four hours 
on copper, up to 24 hours on cardboard (though it is much 
diminished after 3 hours), and up to 2 to 3 days on plastic 
and stainless steel. (Do hope the plastic room key card your 
staff gave me was unused and clean?)

In the past, the first thing I did, when entering any hotel 
room was to check out the toilet/bathroom. Now of course 
I will wash my hands no sooner I enter the room, since 
despite my best efforts, they may have still picked up germs 
on my journey to the hotel, from surfaces in the lobby, 
the ride up the elevator, even from handling the key card. 
Thereafter, I might consider wiping down surfaces with a 
disinfectant a good idea. My wife may well do this chore as 
women generally make excellent housekeepers.

The most-touched objects and surfaces are the critical areas 
to address, including door handles, light & lamp switches, 
bathroom faucets, and toilet flush handles, alarm clocks, 
hair dryers, TV / AC remote controls and any item that you 
naturally might reach for. Some extreme measures include 
not drinking from any glasses or cups in the room. Heck 

WHAT I WOULD NOW DO
WHEN STAYING AT 

YOUR HOTEL
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no, I will not bring along my own glasses / cups though I 
would thoroughly wash what is in my room. Maybe, bring-
ing my own pillowcase could be a safer option.

I generally take of the bedspreads within the hour of 
entering my hotel room - for several reasons. Bedspreads 
are hardly cleaned every day. When you start to think of all 
the things people may put on their bed, like for instance, a 
suitcase (which I have done several times), you really begin 
to question the cleanliness. Another of my pet throwaway 
is the comforter. They may look innocently inviting; but 
when I know that comforters in certain hotels are washed 
sometimes as few as 6 times annually, and unlike linen not 
between guests stay - only the foolhardy would argue with 
me. Also, if any hotel staff has handled my luggage, I will 
disinfect the handles and/or straps or whatever part might 
have been touched.

No doubt even in the best of times and prior to COVID-19, 
you followed proper food safety standards and obtained 
all the necessary licenses among other credentials (awards 
included), to fulfill your obligation to protect the health 
and safety of your guests. That responsibility during the 
pandemic has become even greater. As a guest, I am the 
heartbeat of your business and the good news is that I want 
to support you through this challenging time. That I have 
decided to stay at your hotel is by itself a re-affirmation of 
that promise.

Thankfully, there is no evidence as yet that COVID-19 
transmission can occur via food. However, the virus may be 
able to survive on objects and surfaces, making it absolutely 
important that your restaurant and your food are safe for 
me, my family and your employees. I fully understand when 
you tell me that social distancing, where guests want to 
enjoy their meals in the restaurant, can be very challenging. 
However, let me share with you some of my concerns.

For starters, I trust many guests will turn to room service 
in numbers. This will help reduce traffic to the restaurant. 
In any case, I would advise you to rearrange the hotel room 
to be more appealing for in-room dining. I hope that when 
I come to dine at your main restaurant,, there will not be a 
crowd - either at the entrance or between your spaced-out 
tables. If you’ve taken tables out for social distancing, main-
tain that - do not bring in tables and chairs merely because 
more people want to come in. Should you not post someone 
to open the main door… keep the door wide open.

Diligently and frequently wiping down counters, tabletops, 
tableware and other high contact surfaces like door handles, 
before, during and after service and shifts, will reassure me 
that you have upped the cleaning game. Please remove the 
salt and pepper shakers, condiments - even the flower vase 
from my table. 

I am afraid of buffets. Buffets on their own are not the 
problem, but the crowds they attract and the ladles and 
tongs that are handled while serving are ideal for the spread 
of germs. Buffet or not, being elderly, and in the high risk 
group, I generally avoid any restaurant that is crowded. Do 

I need to wash my hands after handling your menu to order 
the food?  An inexpensive clean single-use paper-based 
menu is best at times like this…and cheaper than the cost 
of water and sanitiser used for multi-hand washes. If you 
present me with a tablet to view and order food, I trust the 
tablet is clean.

Food safety starts with those who prepare and serve meals. 
Your cooks must lead by example if you want your restau-
rant employees to take COVID-19 seriously. It would not be 
a bad idea for cooks too, to wear masks. Come to think of 
it, they’re actually bending over the food. And as they dish 
it out, place it on the plate and put it out to be picked up by 
the stewards, there is an opportunity for respiratory droplets 
to travel, because the food is not held more than six feet 
away. I doubt you have cooks with six foot arms.

By constantly and clearly communicating your food safety 
practices - be it verbally or visually, you will boost my 
confidence in eating at your restaurant. By the way, I might 
ask you questions as to what precautions your suppliers 
are adopting to prevent the spread of COVID-19. What 
contactless methods are you using for the ‘drop-offs’ by 
suppliers? Again, are you limiting the number of employees 
handling these items?  Remember, whilst inventory control 
is vital, safety takes precedence.

I hope you recall, that I did not handover my credit card 
and ID in order to avoid cards been exchanged /handled 
by multiple people. Instead, I allowed the payments to be 
limited to the card and amount to the online reservation I 
made. Research suggests that the coronavirus can remain 
infectious on surfaces such as a credit card for upto 9 days. 
So, at check out, if you require my credit card, I would want 
you to return it by placing it in the plastic zip bag I will open 
out. This way, I can quickly disinfect my card - using the 
same technique as washing one’s hands with soap and water 
for 20 seconds. The only risk I run here is that my signature 
washes off the card. I guess I will have to re-sign it, should 
that happen.

This conversation is turning into guidelines, and these 
guidelines I hope, will eventually turn into brand standards. 
However, keeping in mind that you hoteliers have to be 
prepared for the unpredictable, be sensibly and flexible 
on those standards, without compromising the health and 
safety of your staff and guests.

Times are tough right now, and I know you’re focused on 
your business, but do not forget to take care of yourself. Ho-
teliers often take care of others whilst neglecting themselves. 
And, above all, keep your stress levels down.

Stay safe until we meet.

Ilzaf Keefahs 
writes on hospitality related matters that he is passionate 
about, and likes to share his views with hoteliers and custom-
ers alike.
(Reproduced courtesy of ‘Hospitality Sri Lanka’)
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Hotel operators can look to various sources for 
hygiene and cleaning tips. For instance, the World 
Health Organization (WHO) issued interim 
guidance on the ‘Operational’ considerations for 
COVID-19 management in the accommodation 
sector; Hotels Associations’ of various countries 
have released ‘Clean certification’ campaigns; hotel 
brands have launched heightened standards of hy-
giene and cleanliness to name but a few of several 
recommendations.

Whether or not any of these types of programs 
apply to your hotel, or are available where your 
property is located, hotel owners and operators will 
need to adhere to higher levels of cleanliness in 
order to convince guests that the hotel is ‘clean and 
safe’.

SHUTTING 
THE 

GUEST-ROOM 

DOOR 
ON THE 

CORONAVIRUS

HOUSEKEEPING – KEEPING STAFF SAFE
Housekeeping staff must understand the risks and be made 
aware how transmission of the virus can occur including the 
importance of hand washing.

Housekeeping staff could be at risk from picking up the vi-
rus left on hand contact surfaces and material in bedrooms, 
on linen and towels. Hence, such employees washing their 
hands hourly or frequently, using a 60% ethanol or 70% 
isopropanol alcohol-based hand sanitiser is recommended.

Staff should wear disposable gloves at all times during clean-
ing and wear a new pair for each room to avoid cross-con-
tamination.

At minimum, staff must protect themselves by immediately 
hand washing / using sanitising hand gel, after cleaning each 
room.

Master keys should be sanitised daily this includes duplicate 
keys.

Disposable towels and spray cleaners including disposable 
wipes should be available to staff and guests (as necessary) 
for instant cleaning of commonly used surfaces.

Housekeeping carts / trolleys should either be assigned to 
team members or sanitised before use each day.

Daily cleaning protocols to disinfect cleaning equipment 
such as toilet brushes, vacuum cleaners, buckets, brooms 
and mop handles should be mandatory.

Ideally, a set of cleaning clothes must be available for each 
room to avoid cross-contamination.

Review handling of disposable glove procedures.
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ROOM ASSIGNMENT – KEEPING GUESTS 
AND STAFF SAFE
• Assigning rooms whilst keeping at least two rooms 

in-between empty will be a form of enforced social 
distancing. 

• Avoiding checking - in a guest into a room that had 
been previously occupied within the past 5 days is ideal. 
(It is estimated that the incubation period before a 
COVID-19 infected person begins to exhibit symptoms 
is around 5 days). 

• To do the above, the hotel may have to use maximum 
room inventory rather than closing a section of the 
hotel and using a cluster of rooms or a particular floor. 
Eventually, the ‘pros and cons’ from an operational and 
cost perspective will have to be considered by the hotel.

ROOM CLEANING – THE OPTIONS
Cleaning should start in the clean areas and progress to the 
dirty areas.
Use a “wipe-twice” method to clean and disinfect. Wipe sur-
faces with a cleaning agent to clean off soil and wipe again 
with a disinfectant.

Cleaning an occupied (stay over), room: 
Consider not providing full housekeeping services.
• Provide a ‘minimum’ clean – replace towels, amenities, 

make bed, tidy room a bit 
Or
• Provide a ‘basic’ clean – wash bathroom, replace towels, 

amenities, and make bed, empty bin/s, vacuum carpet 
/ floor.

• Remove ‘turn-down’ service.

Consider changing bed-linen every 3rd day or so. 
Linen and bedding should be bagged before leaving the bed-
room to reduce any risk of transmission in the corridor.
You may also consider the guest’s option to forgo room 
cleaning each day, (upto X number of consecutive days) to 
enhance overall safety.

CLEANING A CHECK-OUT GUEST ROOM:
Hand contact surfaces should be thoroughly sanitized using 
a chemical that is effective against respiratory viruses as well 
as bacteria. You may already have a check list that includes 
cleaning the following:
• Door knobs / handles (outside & in), safety latch, 

security peepholes, light / lamp switches, Curtain pull 
handles.

• Bathroom taps, flush handles/buttons, seats, sliding 
door handles, shower valves, railings

• TV/AC remote controls, telephone, Hairdryers (body, 
plug & cord),clock.

• Drawer & wardrobe handles, in-room safe key pad & 
handle / mini-bar handle / kettle handle/ iron handle / 
ironing board handle.

• Clothes hangers.
• Top surfaces including bedside table/s, vanity counter, 

work tables, bed-heads, chairs.
• Waste bin touch area.
• Ideally glasses and crockery should be removed and 

washed in a dishwasher – not in the room washbasin.
• Deep clean carpeted floors using a steam cleaner or 

carpet shampoo.
• Hard floor surfaces should be cleaned with wet vacuum 

systems. If wet vacuum systems are not available, hard 
floor surfaces should be damp mopped using detergent 
and water or disinfectant if necessary.

THINGS (OPTIONAL) TO RE-CONSIDER 
PREVENTING GUEST-TO GUEST 
TRANSMISSION IN THE GUESTROOM
• Shift back to using single-use amenities / toiletries. 
• Remove snacks and beverages from the room mini-bar.
• Remove tea / coffeemakers. The problem of dealing 

with remaining sachets will arise .
• Remove non-essentials from guest rooms – notepads, 

pens, torch lights, umbrellas, candles, etc.
• Remove in-room dining menu and hotel service 

directory (migrate to digital viewing on room TV if 
possible).

• Remove coffee table books, magazines, flyers – even the 
Gideon bible. 

• Remove guest room decorative throw pillows, runners, 
bed scarves.

• Reduce bed pillows to 2 per bed. 

USE OF ENHANCED TECHNOLOGY TO 
COUNTER VIRUS SPREAD
Various technologies dependent on costs and affordability 
are available to improve the cleanliness of your hotel. They 
include 
• Electrostatic sprayers with hospital-grade disinfectant 

may be used to sanitize surfaces throughout the proper-
ty and in guestrooms.

• Ultraviolet lights in guestrooms that allow guests to 
check cleanliness. 

While not practical in many hotels, companies now manu-
facture germ-killing and disinfecting robots. 

Compiled by in2ition 
Reproduced courtesy of Hospitality Sri Lanka
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Plain Flour 150 grams 
Boiled  mashed potatoes 300 grams

Butter 50 grams
Salt and pepper to taste 

OPTIONAL
Chopped onions 

Chopped fried garlic
Chopped curry leaves 

Your favourite nuts
Chopped green chillies 

Mix all the ingredients in a bowl adjust the quantities 
according to the formation. Do not add any liquid.

Make them in to desired size balls flat them and cook in a pan.

DON SHERMAN 
(FCHSGA) 

THE SINGING CHEF

SIMPLE LOCKDOWN 

FLAT BREAD
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1. LEAD BY EXAMPLE. 
Team members often become motivated and contribute 
to the best of their ability when they have a positive 
leader. Leaders must focus on their own happiness, 
wellbeing and emotional intelligence to be able to build 
a positive team.

2. REMOVE HURDLES TO POSITIVITY 
Organizational culture and policies must help 
to create a positive work environment. Training, 
coaching, mentoring, providing comfortable, clean, safe 
and well-lit work spaces with minimum destruction will 
enable team members to focus on work. It is important 
to ensure team members are supported with necessary 
resources, skills and to allow them to perform to their 
highest capacity.

3. MANAGE POSITIVELY
Leaders should create meaningful vision, mission 
statements and objectives as it gives team members the 
deeper purpose of the work they do allowing everyone 
in the team to work towards a common goal. 

Communicating effectively and acknowledging a job 
well done with a simple “thank you” will show team 
members that their efforts are appreciated. Being 
transparent and encouraging team members to voice 
their opinion will help build good relationships.  Being 
honest creates trust. 

Management by walking around, managing conflicts 
effectively and avoiding micromanagement will bring 
the best of the team members keeping them engaged 
and committed. 

4. RE-INFORCE POSITIVITY
Build confidence among team members by celebrating 
their success, every small win and important milestones 
they achieve. Positivity becomes a habit – if reinforced 
daily. 

Leaders should deal with negative behavior as it arise as 
negativity is the single greatest obstruction to success of 
any person or an organization. 

Team member satisfaction is more than a buzzword or a trend, it’s the key to growth and advancement in any organization. 

Today’s successful hospitality companies have come to realize that happy team members will increase their hotel’s overall 
productivity. Team members in direct contact with the customer, not only represents the company but also set an impression 
which either contribute to the success of the company or cause challenges that undermine success. 

When team members are happy with their jobs, they are more engaged, taking ownership of the business. This results in im-
proved customer experience, low turnovers, increased productivity, less complaints and accidents, and increased profitability. 
On the other hand, challenges affects a business’ bottom line, resulting poor customer service and decreased operational 
efficiency to a negative working environment with increased turnover.

Hotels can overcome or prevent these challenges by building a positive team. Positivity in general makes a real difference by 
allowing team members to think creatively, to progress in their careers, to coop with challenges and to work with people – 
Internal and external customers. 

Positivity also contributes towards reduced absenteeism as team members will be happy to be at work. In short it is an essen-
tial ingredient for the success of any organization.

4 STEPS TO BUILDING A POSITIVE TEAM 

HOW POSITIVITY KEEP TEAMS HAPPY AND THRIVING

Gitanjali Chakravarthy (FCHSGA) 
General Manager Hiton Yala
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Ceylon Hotel School Graduates’ 
Association (CHSGA) organized the 
‘Gastronomy Voyage’ demonstration at 
the SLITHM School, Kandy to inspire 
students, alumni and the industry. 
The event was yet another project by 
CHSGA headed by Priyal Perera, Pres-
ident, CHSGA, Patrick Perera, Vice 
President CHSGA Executive Commit-
tee of CHSGA and supported by the 
industry experts. 

It was held with some of the country’s 
prominent and respected chefs to 
share the stories behind their illustri-
ous careers, while leading a demon-
stration of one of their signature 
recipes or techniques and preparing 
the dinner with the students. They 
highlighted their approaches to food 
and respective styles in an intimate 

setting conducive to career-inspiring 
interaction with the students, making 
themselves available to the next gener-
ation of chefs. 

CHSGA is always looking to en-
hance its programs and bring unique 
resources and experiences to our 
students and the larger food commu-
nity,” said Priyal Perera, President of 
CHSGA. “The culinary mastery and 
artistry these chefs deomonstrate will 
no doubt be inspirational to our di-
ploma program students as they move 
forward in their studies and careers.”

“Culinary greats have the potential to 
shape students and young chefs’ future 
careers. The success reached by those 
at the highest level can be an inspira-
tion to those at the beginning of their 

culinary journeys. Here chefs had the 
opportunity to personally identify 
with the students and influence them 
in one of the most formative periods 
of their lives,” said Patrick Perera, Vice 
President, CHSGA.

The Ceylon Hotel School Graduates 
Association (CHSGA), established in 
1971 (incorporated by the Parliament 
Act No: 21 of 1984), takes pride in 
being the pioneering Hospitality Pro-
fessional Association in SL. With an 
alumni of over 1500 members, CHS-
GA members hold significant senior 
managerial and leadership positions in 
the industry, both in Sri Lanka and in 
International Markets. CHSGA mem-
bers have significantly contributed to 
the growth of tourism in Sri Lanka.    

CHSGA HOLDS ‘GASTRONOMY VOYAGE’ TO 
ENHANCE SLITHM STUDENTS’ CULINARY SKILLS. 
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AN INTERVIEW  WITH 

SARATH FERNANDO
VERSATILE HOTELIER 
Interviewed by Thakshila Galappaththy

I’m a graduate of Ceylon Hotel School, 
and my course was 4 and a half years. 
I specialised in professional cookery 
and graduated as a hotel manage-
ment graduate in 1981.I was in the 
1st intake of the four and a half year 
graduates from Ceylon hotel school.  I 
started my career as a trainee chef at 
the Colombo intercontinental ho-
tel in 1977 stayed on with  the hotel 
throughout my entire time at hotel 
school .It was very tough training but 
extremely rewarding time where I had 
the best training and grounding which 
helped me immensely  to reach to 
great heights in the Industry. I moved 
from Intercontinental hotel to Triton 
Ahungalla as a sous chef and was for-
tunate to be involved in the Pre-open-
ing and opening of the first five star 
resort hotel in Sri Lanka . Despite my 
time with Aitken Spence Hotels was 
short, I had the privilege of working 
with some of Sri Lanka’s Pioneering 
Hoteliers. In 1982 I joined Taj group 
of hotels and was selected to be a sous 
Chef for the newly to be opened Taj 
Samudra Hotel in Colombo. This job 
opportunity gave me a chance to work 
in India to be familiarised with Taj ho-
tel operations and spent over a year in 
India, mainly at the Taj Mahal Hotel in 

New Delhi. Taj training exposed me to 
a different standard, in culinary skills 
as well as my kitchen management 
skills. I was then sent to the Culinary 
Institute of America, in USA for fur-
ther training along with my other sous 
chef colleagues.

We returned to Sri Lanka in 1983 for 
the opening of Colombo Taj Samudra 
Hotel. Coming back to Taj was very 
special as this was the site where we 
started our training as hotel school 
students and the hotel was built with 
the retention of our original training 
site.

I was privileged to be a key player 
within a great opening team. First few 
months of the opening saw us working 
in one of the busiest hotel operations 
at that time but unfortunately, we 
witnessed the absolute lows due to 
the start of civil war in 1983. It was a 
very difficult time for all of us in the 
hospitality industry, but we learnt a 
great deal about management under 
extremely difficult circumstances.

In 1986 I migrated to Australia and 
within a week started working at the 
Sydney Hilton and latter part of the 

year I got my first opportunity as an 
Executive Chef for a Luxury Beach 
resort in the mid north coastal belt of 
NSW. It was a 125 room all suite hotel 
and started to firm up my career foot-
print in Australia. I had the honour of 
winning the best Culinary Team for 
Mid North Coast of NSW 2 years in 
a row. A few years later I was offered 
another opening opportunity to head 
the kitchen and the food and beverage 
team as Director of catering and Exec 
Chef of 150 room Golfing Resort in 
the same area. Successfully opened 
and operated the resort ,where and the 
resort’s fine dining room won the pres-
tigious Award of distinction  for Fine 
Dining at the NSW Tourism awards. 

In 1991 moved to South East 
Queensland to a Japanese owned Golf 
and Country Club a fully integrated 
resort complex featuring 315 villa 
rooms, 100 deluxe hotel rooms, two 
Championship golf courses, Polo fields 
(incidentally Kerry Packer played Polo 
at the resort  twice a year!),5 restau-
rants, Bars etc set on 10000 acres of 
land.

I was Exec Chef and later head of 
Food and Beverage department. The 
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and resort’s fine dining room won the 
best dining room in QLD as well as 
the Best Convention and Banqueting 
facility at the Queensland at the Tour-
ism Awards!

In 1995 I relocated to Melbourne, the 
Culinary capital of Australia and took 
up the position of Exec Chef / Food 
and Beverages Manager of The Naval 
and Military Club in the city. The Club 
with 130+years of rich military His-
tory had 4500 members and superb 
Food and beverage and recreational 
facilities. In 2000 I moved to Telstra 
Dome as the Operations Manager of 
this 57,000-seater Stadium in the heart 
of Melbourne. Presently it is called 
Marvel Stadium.

I was operational head of the Coop-
erate dinning and its vast catering 
venues.

These include Fine dining, Buffet 
restaurants, Casual ala carte restau-
rant, and many more. This was a very 
fast paced and high demand, stressful 
operation.

In 2002, I was invited by the board of 

the Naval and Military Club to return 
back to the Club as the General Man-
ager. It so happened that I was the first 
Asian to hold that position.

Ever since I left Sri Lanka, I always 
wanted to be returned to Sri Lanka 
and contribute to my mother land. I 
felt that my success in Australia was 
mostly to my learning and grounding I 
received in Sri Lanka.

In 2004 the opportunity came by 
way of opening the famous Hospi-
tality landmark Waters Edge. My 
Dear friend and batch mate Gemunu 
Gunawardena called me in Australia 
and asked me if I would be interested 
in the position of General Manager of 
Waters Edge and  to open the property.

The Visionary owner and developer 
Sumal Perera met me and the rest is 
history!

 Waters Edge became the talking point 
of the industry for creating superior 
standards in Food Beverages offer and 
services as well as Sri Lanka’s largest 
Banqueting Facility.

Winning The Best Hotel Team at the 
Culinary Art Exhibition two years in 
a row as the Island’s best is a testimo-
ny to the  exceptional Team I had at 
Waters Edge.

Without any doubt this was one of my 
most enjoyable and cherished experi-
ences during my 40+ year Journey.
In 2009, I joined Sri Lankan Catering 
as the CEO and worked there until  
September 2015.

Not only I managed to improve 
the operational efficiencies but also 
managed to diversify the catering 
operations with the additions of a 
commercial Laundry, Transit Hotel 
at the Airport, “Semondu” the dining 
restaurant in the city and patisserie 
outlets at the airport.

Introducing the food recycle pro-
gramme at the unit which recycled 
over a ton of off-loaded food a day  
and millions of revenue was collected 
which allocated to charity projects. 

Winning numerous International Air-
line awards include multiple Mercury 
Awards.

The highlight awards, Mercury Award 
for the recycling Programme by the 
International Airline Association 
for best Environmental Practices by 
an Airline Caterer any where in the 
world.

Best Airline caterer For Asia, Middle 
East and Africa by Ethihad Airways.

From 2016 to end 2017. I established 
and operated a state-of-the-art food 
production facility with two partners 
and sold the business at the end of 
2017. It was a great learning expe-
rience for me where I believe that 
project was bit ahead of time for the 
Sri Lankan market. 

I returned back home to Melbourne 
and have been working as The General 
Manager of one of the most exclusive 
clubs in the City with 125+ years of 
history where it still gives me the 
opportunity to practice great person-
alised high-end hospitality. 
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WHAT MOTIVATED ME TO GET INTO 
HOSPITALITY?

It was not planed at all. One of my best school mates 
was keen to join Hotel school and he encouraged me to 
join as well. He didn’t  succeed at the interview where I  
did. Rest is history.

WHAT I DON’T LIKE TO DO

Doing nothing. I do not like work where there are no 
challenges.

I dislike negative people and who are mourners!

MY  STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

I am a hardworking, target  driven, persistent  leader, 
team player who likes work in a friendly work     envi-
ronment.

My weakness. Too trusting and Gullible at times!

WHAT PUTS  A SMILE ON MY FACE?

Happy customers, happy staff and sense of achieve-
ment at the end of the day!

WHAT PUTS A FROWN ON MY FACE?

 When people make the same mistake

HOW HAVE I CHANGED AFTER  LEAVING 
SRI LANKA NEARLY 3 YEARS AGO?

I have returned to the club land in Melbourne giving 
my time and expertise. I am very   much committed to 
my family and spending catchup time for my 14 years 
stay in Sri Lanka.

MY TIME AS AN EXECUTIVE CHEF

My time as an Executive chef was much different to 
been an Exec Chef in Sri Lanka as my time in that role 
started in Australia.

Even large hotels  had to run and manage with small 
brigades as wage cost controls were as important as the 
food and other variable costs. As an Exec Chef you are 
responsible for kitchen management, cost controls as 
well as giving leadership at the time of production.

I really enjoyed being a Chef as I had to lead my team 
with my admin skills as well cooking skills.  For this 
reason, I managed to build great Culinary teams, 
win awards and help young people to become great 
chefs. I had great mutual relationships with my staff 
and collegiality with them. My belief that Kitchen and 
Restaurant as one complete unit always created great 
harmony amongst all staff.

After being an Exec Chef, my pathway to become a 
good hotelier was a easy transition 

Q A&

“My belief that 
Kitchen and 

Restaurant as 
one complete unit 

always created 
great harmony 

amongst all staff.”
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THE MOST CHALLENGING ISSUES I FACED 
IN SRI LANKA.?

I achieved my goals and desires for going back to Sri 
Lanka and I am very content and absolutely happy 
with my achievements. I believe I did make a great 
contribution to the Industry at large and feels that I 
have paid my dues.

When reflecting on my time in Sri Lanka. The chal-
lenges I faced was part and parcel of my position and 
where I was at the time.

Those came with the territory and faced accordingly.

If there is one thing which stood out it was what 
transpired in 2008 October whilst working at Waters 
Edge. The supreme court ruling that removed Waters 
Edge off the Hands of Mr. Sumal Perera and placing 
the property in the hands of the UDA . The intention 
was the property was going to be turned into an office 
complex. This was the most demoralising moment for 
many working there along with the owners, 564 staff 
were to lose their livelihood along with hundreds of 
other indirect  employment. Under all odds ,myself  
along with the staff approached Mr. Uditha Egalahewa, 
(Presidents Counsel) and under his advice and able 
stewardship presented our case by way of a motion 
and won the right to operate the venue as A hospitality 
Venue. I am so proud that 564 staff and their liveli-
hoods were saved, and Waters Edge was given a second 
chance to continue operating. I am very pleased that 
Waters Edge still stand and operating as premiere hos-
pitality venue in Sri Lanka, after all I felt that all those 
years of hard work of many has not gone astray.

WHAT IS THE BEST COMPLIMENT I RE-
CEIVED?

That I am not a Ruthless CEO/GM but very Human 
Leader!

This to me is worth lot more than any accolade that 
I have received as my focus was always been business 
excellence along with taking care of our most precious 
commodity Employees!

 WHAT DO EMPLOYEES EXPECT FROM ME?

Great workplace, level playing field to progress in their 
careers and a happy and fair workplace to enjoy their 
work.

MY ADVICE TO FUTURE GMS

Be patient. Working from bottom up to give you a 
better grounding on all aspects of hotel operations. 
Have a qualification to back your experience and 
always remember your beginnings. Learn from other 
GMs have crossed your path and try to be a better GM 
than them. Learn from your leaders not only how to 
do things, most importantly how not to do things! I am 
still learning and trying hard to be a  Great GM !!! 
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The panic was popping up in every field. The biggest panic 
was in Health Care where while this was aggravated by the 
other panics such as Political panic, Business panic, Educa-
tion panic, etc. No one in any of the countries ever expected 
such a calamity in the whole world. Nobody knows the 
real origin of the Virus – CoviD-19, nobody knows the real 
shape and the form of CoviD-19. No medicine, vaccination 
or cure available in the close vicinity. In the response to this 
pandemic, there are two schools of thought. In one school, 
the approach of letting the public to expose and getting the 
immunity through exposure while the economic operations 
are on. In the other school, the countries had an approach 
of locking down everything and going for saving people at 
the expense of many things, especially the economy. People 
rich countries in Asia, such as India, Pakistan, Bangladesh 
and Sri Lanka were some of the leading stakeholders in 
this school of thought. Sri Lankan strategy was far more 
stretched connecting the health sector, public sector, 
military services and so many other stakeholders, which is 
proven to be successful. 

As the country returns to the normalcy, as the public and 
private sector which were locked down are re-commencing 
their work. In such a situation the responsibility left on the 
human resource personnel is mammoth. Every organiza-
tion needs to commence their normal operations as early as 
possible, but it is not with the normalcy that we used to, but 
with a new normalcy. In one way we need to meet the in-
structions given by the health sectors. I suggest all HR pro-

fessionals look at the Operational guidelines on prepared-
ness and responses for CoviD-19 outbreak for work settings 
(Interim guidance) by the Ministry of Health and Indige-
nous Medical Services, dated 17 April 2020. This guideline 
covers the areas such as possible methods of transmission, 
general guidelines, specific guidelines for Manufacturing 
industry, Government and Private offices, Hospitality Indus-
try, Restaurants and Eateries, Supermarkets, Public Trans-
port, Hosting events, Economic centers and Universities. 
Further this guide covers the Public activities temporarily 
banned. Under this, following are listed; large gatherings in 
enclosed spaces, Adventure parks for children, Night clubs, 
Casinos and betting centers, gathering in religious places. 
The HR personnel must assure that their organizations 
comply with the health and legal obligations as their getting 
back to work. Moreover, the HR and Administrative depart-
ments may have to look at the entrance formalities of their 
employees/workers, factory floor practices, canteen and 
cafeteria arrangements, recreational arrangements, chang-
ing and resting facilities under the new normalcy. Further 
all these new normal arrangements are going to add more 
burden to the finance department. It is inevitable that the 
finance department which is already in a turmoil of less or 
no income, paying of full or part salaries would try to curtail 
the additional cost incurred. But this curtailing should not 
be at the expense of the valuable human resource. The safety 
and good health of human resource is vital in this juncture 
as the companies/organizations are going to start their oper-
ations quickly and catch up. 

HR RESPONSES 
DURING AND POST COVID-19 PANDEMIC
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As per Dave Ulrich, the CoviD-19 pandemic does not alter 
the basic forces that have been forging new trends in HR, it 
accelerates them. “A market-oriented mindset acknowledges 
that the best way HR can help employees is to work with 
line managers to succeed in the marketplace. An outside-in 
logic means HR practices should be connected to custom-
er and investor outcomes.” Previously HR has worked to 
create culture maps that describe how organisations make 
decisions, manage information and treat people, and how 
employees behave. These descriptors define culture from 
within the organisation. It’s an inside-out approach. As 
per Ulrich, none of the basic principles change in a world 
struggling with CoviD-19. What HR must do in this crisis, 
just as it would in another, is perform talent, leadership and 
organisation triage. “When there is a major car accident, for 
example, the first responders on the scene do triage. They 
quickly work out who most needs their attention. It’s not a 
perfect system, but it’s necessary,”  

HR professionals are now finding themselves in a similar 
decision-making state. In working with talent, triage that 
asks HR ‘How do we logistically get people working from 
home (having digital connections and creating home work-
ing spaces)?’ HR talent triage also helps ensure employees’ 
personal health and mental wellbeing in socially distant 
and isolated working environments. In organizational 
triage issues, HR works with others to help remote workers 
continue to act, think and feel in ways that serve customers 
(culture from the outside in).  For leadership triage, HR 
helps to make sure that leaders personally model the values 
that will differentiate their organization from others in the 
marketplace. When HR conducts triage in a crisis, it sets the 
foundation for longer-term care. In a crisis, it is what differ-
entiates companies that survive and thrive from those that 
do not.  “In triage, you don’t plan. You simply react”. When 
you discover a person in your business has a household 
member with coronavirus, what do you say to them about 
staying away from the office? Who else needs to know? How 
can you ensure they are still productive? What does that 
change in terms of your priorities?” It is very important how 
you deal with such cases. You need to keep the others in-
formed, but only on need to know basis. You should respect 
the privacy of the contacted person, but not at the safety of 
the others. 

HR during a pandemic is also about navigating paradox, 
says Ulrich. On the one hand HR, along with line managers, 
care for employees by working on the frontline of emotional 
wellbeing. But on the other hand, HR also shares responsi-
bility for business results. It could be argued that has always 
been the case for those in HR, but in the pandemic envi-
ronment the effects of the paradox are amplified. “How do 
we manage this care vs competitiveness paradox? There is 
no clear or easy answer for you. Trust your values and trust 
your instinct. If you find yourself turning too much to the 
people side, cut that back a little bit, and if you find yourself 
turning too much to the business side, do the same. “Nav-
igating paradox doesn’t often come with a generic recipe 
for success. Do required triage, quickly and boldly. As the 
crisis moves on, you will then be able to create longer-term 
opportunities to deliver value to all stakeholders. As always 
for HR, the best is yet to come.”

Let me conclude this elaborating Ulrich’s six HR trends,

• Changing context: The HR profession must adapt more 
quickly than ever to the changing context of its work. 
This might include the coronavirus pandemic, environ-
mental challenges, digitalization of work or other social 
and political trends.

• Creating value for others: This is not simply about 
meaningful jobs, great working environments and fair 
pay. It is also about playing a powerful role in creating a 
business that succeeds in the marketplace. Without that 
successful business, there are no jobs.

• Stakeholders are everywhere: No longer are HR’s stake-
holders limited to the employees and leaders within the 
business. They are everywhere, including customers, 
investors and communities outside of the business.

• Unique contributions: HR is the architect, and line 
managers the owners, of talent, leadership and organi-
zational actions that deliver value to all stakeholders. 
Ulrich’s research shows that an organization’s capabili-
ties such as culture and workplace have four times more 
impact on business results than individual competen-
cies. In any business setting, HR explores how to better 
manage talent, leadership and organizational issues.

• HR should reflect the logic of how the business is 
organised: Design of the HR department should match 
the design of the business. If the business is centralised, 
HR should also be more centralised.

• Reinvention is a must: Competencies of HR profes-
sionals change about 30 to 40 per cent every four to 
five years, which means they must constantly reinvent 
themselves.

References:
Operational guidelines on preparedness and responses for 
CoviD-19 outbreak for work settings (Interim guidance) by 
the Ministry of Health and Indigenous Medical Services, dated 
17 April 2020

https://www.hrmagazine.co.uk/article-details/exclu-
sive-the-six-competencies-to-inspire-hr-profession-
als-for-2012
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Resilience is what gives people the psychological strength1 
to cope with stress and hardship. It is the mental reservoir 
of strength that people are able to call on in times of need to 
carry them through without falling apart. Psychologists be-
lieve that resilient individuals are better able to handle such 
adversity and rebuild their lives after a catastrophe.

Dealing with change or loss is an inevitable part of life. 
At some point, everyone experiences varying degrees of 
setbacks. Some of these challenges might be relatively minor 
(not getting into a class you wanted to take), while others 
are disastrous on a much larger scale (hurricanes, torna-
does, terrorist attacks). How we deal with these problems 
can play a significant role in not only the outcome but also 
the long-term psychological consequences.

what is resilience?
Have you ever wondered why some people seem to remain 
calm in the face of disaster while others appear to come 
undone? People that can keep their cool have what psychol-
ogists call resilience, or an ability to cope with problems and 
setbacks.

resilient people are able to utilize 
their skills and strengths to cope 
and recover from problems and 
challenges.
These problems may include job loss, financial problems, ill-
ness, natural disasters, medical emergencies, divorce, or the 
death of a loved one. Instead of falling into despair or hiding 
from problems with unhealthy coping strategies, resilient 
people face life’s difficulties head-on. This does not mean 
that they experience less distress, grief, or anxiety than 
other people do. It means that they handle such difficulties 
in ways that foster strength and growth. In many cases, they 
may emerge even stronger than they were before.

Those who lack this resilience may instead become over-
whelmed by such experiences. They may dwell on problems 
and use unhealthy coping mechanisms to deal with life’s 
challenges. Disappointment or failure might drive them to 
unhealthy, destructive, or even dangerous behaviors. These 
individuals are slower to recover from setbacks and may 
experience more psychological distress as a result.

what resilience provides
Resilience does not eliminate stress or erase life’s difficulties. 
People who possess this resilience don’t see life through 
rose-colored lenses. They understand that setbacks hap-
pen and that sometimes life is hard and painful. They still 
experience the emotional pain, grief, and sense of loss that 
comes after a tragedy, but their mental outlook allows them 
to work through such feelings and recover.

Instead, resilience gives people the strength to tackle prob-
lems head-on, overcome adversity, and move on with their 
lives. In the wake of traumas such as the 9/11 attacks and 
the Hurricane Katrina disaster, many individuals demon-
strated the behaviors that typify resilience. Not only were 
they able to remain strong in the face of almost unbearable 
loss but they were also able to carry on and even offer emo-
tional support to others affected by the same tragedies.

Even in the face of events that seem utterly unimaginable, 
resilience allows people to marshal the strength to not just 
survive but to prosper.

factors that contribute to 
resilience
Some individuals come by these abilities naturally, with per-
sonality traits that help them remain unflappable in the face 
of challenge. However, these behaviors are not just inborn 
traits found in a select few individuals. According to many 
experts, resilience is quite common, and people are very 
capable of learning the skills that it takes to become more 
resilient.

Social support is another critical variable that contributes to 
resilience. Mentally strong people tend to have the support 
of family and friends who help bolster them up in times of 
trouble.

Thakshila Galappaththy (MCHSGA)
Editor

Article re-produce herein first appeared in the verywell mind 
web

RESILIENCE
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